Abstract
Introduction
Control-flow testing criteria determine how to test logical expressions (decisions) in computer programs. Decisions are considered as logical functions of elementary logical predicates (conditions) and combinations of conditions' values are used as data for testing of decisions. For example, decision d = A ∧ (B ∨ C) contains three conditions A, B, and C; eight combinations of conditions' values (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), . . . , (1, 1, 1) could be used as testing data.
In practice the number of various combinations of conditions' values could be very large and it is often impossible to test all combinations. For such, situations control-flow cri- * Work undertaken while at London South Bank University. The support of the UK EPSRC FORTEST Network [1] on formal methods and testing (GR/R43150/01) and helpful interaction with colleagues on this network is gratefully acknowledged. See: www.fortest.org.uk teria establish various testing strategies, which allow sufficient testing coverage using a restricted number of test cases to be achieved.
Control-flow criteria are traditionally considered as program-based and useful for white-box testing [22] . However, they could be also successfully applied in black-box testing as specification-based criteria. In this case, the source of testing data and oracle results is a program specification and decisions are tested without consideration of the program code.
The evaluation of effectiveness of testing criteria has been considered in [5, 6, 9, 12, 19, 21] and other papers. Various objects have been investigated experimentally: real large programs [3] , programs with restricted small volume [4] and separate logical expressions [17] , for example. Real faults have been considered as well as artificially created faults of different types [16] . However, for control-flow criteria, the objects of investigation have been relatively simple and well-known criteria in the main [10] : Random Coverage (RC), Decision Coverage (DC), Condition Coverage (CC), Decision/Condition Coverage (D/CC), etc. This paper has the following specific features:
• As well as the above mentioned simple control-flow criteria, we study more complicated criteria -Full Predicate Coverage criterion (FPC) [11] , Modified Condition/Decision Coverage criterion (MC/DC) [2, 13] , and a new Reinforced Condition/Decision Coverage criterion (RC/DC) [15] -that have not been studied extensively before in an experimental framework.
• The main object of our investigation is not only the effectiveness of an individual testing criterion but also the variance of effectiveness of different test sets satisfying the same testing criterion. We name this property tolerance of a testing criterion and show that, for practical use of a criterion, a high tolerance (low variance) is as important as high effectiveness.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of definitions of the main control-flow testing criteria evaluated later in Section 5. In Section 3 we consider approaches for evaluating testing criteria effectiveness in general case as well as for control-flow criteria in particular. Section 4 presents the notion of testing criteria tolerance and considers differences of tolerance, citing as an example CC and RC/DC criteria. Section 5 contains the results of empirical evaluation of tolerance for six different criteria, three types of faults and sixteen decisions. General conclusions and directions for future work are addressed in Section 6.
Definitions of control-flow criteria
The definition of every control-flow criteria traditionally includes a statement coverage requirement as a component part: every statement in the program has been executed at least once. Because this requirement is not directly connected with the main parts of the criteria and is not important for our consideration, we omit mention of it hereafter.
We use definitions of the DC, CC, and D/CC criteria in accordance with [10] :
• DC criterion: every decision in the program has taken all possible outcomes at least once;
• CC criterion: every condition in each decision has taken all possible outcomes at least once;
• D/CC criterion: every decision in the program has taken all possible outcomes at least once and every condition in each decision has taken all possible outcomes at least once.
The requirements of these criteria are quite weak and often not sufficient for safety-critical software testing. In these cases, using of more complicated and stronger criteria (like FPC, MC/DC, and RC/DC) could be useful.
The FPC criterion was originally formulated in slightly different terms [11] but it is possible to reformulate it for the purpose of maintaining uniformity: In the RTCA/DO-178B standard [13] , where the MC/DC criterion has been firstly proposed, multiple occurrences of a condition in a decision were considered as different conditions; this creates some problems during the practical use of MC/DC. In this paper we consider every condition only once, since this seems more natural, and we consider a decision as a function of conditions. This approach has been reflected in the formal definitions of MC/DC using the Z notation [14, 15] .
RC/DC [15] contains MC/DC as a part of its requirements and mandates additional test cases with a view to considering all safety-critical situations:
RC/DC criterion: . . . each condition in a decision has been shown to independently affect the decision's outcome, and each condition in a decision has been shown to independently keep the decision's outcome. A condition is shown to independently affect and keep a decision's outcome by varying just that condition while holding fixed (if it is possible) all other conditions.

Effectiveness of testing criteria
General approach
Effectiveness of testing criteria is usually understood as the ability to detect failures in a software program. When we consider one specific test case for a particular program, containing one or more failures, only two possibilities exist: either this test case detects a failure or it does not. Thus, effectiveness of one specific test case equals either 1 (100%) or 0. A test set (a set of several test cases) detects a failure when at least one test case from this set detects a failure. So effectiveness of one specific test set also equals either 1 or 0.
However, it is interesting to consider some more generalized measures of effectiveness. This generalization could be carried out in several directions:
• Effectiveness of testing strategies (average effectiveness of test sets satisfying a specific test criterion);
• Effectiveness in detecting faults of some specific type;
• Effectiveness averaged for different programs.
These approaches have been considered in many papers. Thus, the following measures have been suggested for the evaluation of effectiveness of a subdomain-based criterion C (which divides the input domain into subdomains and requires the selection of one test case or set from each subdomain) for a specific program P and specification S [18] :
where
, which detect the failure. However, as was pointed out in [18] , the information required for measures M and E is typically not available. Besides that, these measures are considered for a specific program with specific faults. But for practical use it is desirable to have general measures of effectiveness for the comparison of different testing criteria before testing. Further generalization requires understanding of a typical program and typical faults, which is not normally possible in the general case.
Effectiveness of control-flow criteria
We now consider using the approaches mentioned in Section 3.1 for the more specific case of control-flow criteria. It is possible to regard these criteria as subdomainbased, where each domain is formed by test sets for testing one specific decision in a program. But it is often convenient to consider using control-flow criteria separately for each decision. In this case, the specification S is a correct version of this decision and P is a concrete program realization of this decision which may contains faults. In this situation, the values of M and E (see formulas (1) and (2)) are equal:
Moving on to general measures of control-flow criteria effectiveness, consider effectiveness for different faults. Above all, notice that it is practically impossible to consider effectiveness for all possible faults. There are 2 2 n possible realizations of a decision containing n conditions. One of these realizations is correct (i.e., coincides with the specification S) and we can consider all others as containing faults.
If 1 . So consideration of effectiveness of testing criteria can be done for specific types of faults that are typical in practice.
Various typical types of faults in decisions have been considered; see for example [7, 17] . We study some of them in Section 5 but here let us consider any given type of fault F . Let k be the number of all possible faults of type F for the decision's specification S, or, equivalently, the number of different realizations p i of specification S, for which the difference between p i and S relates to type F . Then the effectiveness of criterion C for faults of type F is
Thus, first we find the effectiveness of a criterion for each concrete fault and next we find the average effectiveness for all faults of the given type. It is possible to find the same effectiveness by calculating it in the reversed order: first find the effectiveness of each concrete test set for all faults of the given type and then find the average effectiveness for all possible test sets satisfying a criterion. In more detail, if m ti faults are detected by using one specific test set t i for k realizations of the decision with faults of type F , then E ti (C, F, S) = m ti /k is the effectiveness of test set t i and the effectiveness of criterion C is determined as
The values of effectiveness calculated by formulas (3) and (4) are equal.
The effectiveness E ti (C, F, S) of one test set t i is interesting in itself. When effectiveness of individual test sets is considered for all test sets satisfying the same criterion, the following question naturally emerges: to what extent does effectiveness vary for different test sets? The character of this variation could differ for various criteria. Test sets can have significant variance of effectiveness for some testing criteria and small variance for others. We name this property tolerance of a testing criterion and study it below in Sections 4 and 5.
Tolerance of testing criteria 4.1 Definition of tolerance
The application of some testing criterion for practical testing presupposes that it is sufficient to use any one test set that satisfies the given criterion. Knowledge of the effectiveness of a criterion cannot be enough for prediction of the effectiveness of this one specific test set. This effectiveness also depends on the distribution of effectiveness for all test sets satisfying a criterion.
We define tolerance of a testing criterion as the ability of every test set satisfying this criterion to provide a similar level of effectiveness. For criteria with high tolerance, effectiveness of separate test sets does not vary much and is sufficiently close to the average effectiveness. For criteria with low tolerance effectiveness of separate test sets can vary significantly. So in the latter case high average effectiveness does not guarantee the same effectiveness of the chosen test set. For example, let some hypothetical criterion have for some type of fault's effectiveness equal to 0.5 but effectiveness of separate test sets have a uniform distribution. Then it is not possible to predict real effectiveness of testing since it could as well be high as low with equal probability. So it is expedient to use testing criteria not only with high effectiveness but also with high tolerance.
One of possible measures of tolerance T (C, F, S) is the standard deviation of a distribution of effectiveness, where
According the above, if T (C 1 , F, S) < T (C 2 , F, S) then criterion C 1 has a higher tolerance than criterion C 2 . An example in the next section shows how significant the difference of tolerance for various criteria can be in practice.
An example
Consider tolerance of two control-flow criteria, CC and RC/DC, for the following decision s, containing eight conditions denoted by capital letters from A to H:
¬(A∧B)∧(D∧¬E∧¬F ∨¬D∧E∧¬F ∨¬D∧¬E∧¬F )∧ ((A∧C ∧(D ∨E)∧H ∨A∧(D ∨E)∧¬H)∨B ∧(E ∨F ))
This decision is one of the Boolean expressions studied in [12, 17] which were originally the specifications of the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System, TCAS II [8] .
Consider, for example, effectiveness and tolerance in relation to Operator Reference Faults (ORF) [7, 17] , when one Boolean operator is mistakenly replaced with another, in this case, operator '∧' replaced operator '∨' and vice versa. We have generated all possible faulty decisions with
E(CC, ORF, s) = 0.34; E(RC/DC, ORF, s) = 0.92
The effectiveness of RC/DC is significantly higher partly because the average size of a test set for RC/DC is bigger than for CC. But our aim is not proper comparison of effectiveness (although that is an important separate task) but comparison of tolerance of criteria. Experimental data, which describe the distribution of effectiveness of test sets, is shown in Figure 1 : So tolerance of RC/DC is more than three times higher. It signifies that, in contrast to CC, the value of average effectiveness of RC/DC characterizes effectiveness of testing quite well even when only one test set is used.
Results of empirical evaluation of tolerance
Empirical data, considered in this section, reflect the results for the first stage of our experimental evaluation and do not pretend to be a complete investigation. The main aim of this presentation is to give a feeling for the variance of tolerance in realtion to different testing criteria and to outline the main directions for further evaluation.
We analyzed 16 different decisions which, as for the decision s from the example in Section 4.2, are specifications from the TCAS II System. The list of these decisions is available in [12, 17] , where they were used for comparison of different testing strategies. The tolerance of six controlflow criteria (see the definitions in Section 2) were considered for three different types of faults: ORF (see Section [17] for comparison of different testing strategies and in [7] , where the hierarchy of fault classes was studied. The effectiveness of the criteria for each type of fault separately and on average is shown in Table 1 . These data show that effectiveness of MC/DC and RC/DC is significantly higher than the effectiveness of other criteria. But, as in the case of the example from Section 4.2, we need to notice that the size of test sets for MC/DC and RC/DC is bigger than for other criteria. This fact should be taken into account when choosing a criterion for practical use.
The distribution of effectiveness of test sets for CC, DC and D/CC is shown in Figure 2 . All these criteria have a large range of effectiveness of separate test sets and therefore have a low tolerance. This fact casts doubt on the practicability these criteria for testing safety-critical systems.
The distribution of the effectiveness of test sets for FPC, MC/DC and RC/DC is shown in Figure 3 . The range of effectiveness for FPC is similar to CC, DC and D/CC, indicating the low tolerance of FPC. At the same time, the dispersion of effectiveness of test sets for MC/DC and RC/DC is very low, demonstrating the high tolerance of these two criteria. Table 2 gives numerical values of tolerance of all the studied criteria for each fault type and on average. These data show that DC, CC, D/CC and FPC have a similar (quite low) level of tolerance and this level has no significant differences for the various types of faults. At the same time MC/DC and RC/DC have very high level of tolerance, which guarantees a stable effectiveness when they are used.
Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed the different aspects of effectiveness of software testing criteria and in particular we have considered the effectiveness of one separate test set relative to a specific type of fault. The main part of the paper introduced a new concept of tolerance of a testing criterion that characterizes the ability of every test set, satisfying this criterion, to provide a similar level of effectiveness. A high level of tolerance guarantees a stable effectiveness during use of a criterion.
Our preliminary empirical evaluation shows the low level of tolerance for such criteria as DC, CC, D/CC, and FPC and, in contrast, the high level of tolerance for MC/DC and RC/DC. Because both criteria have also a high effectiveness it may be expedient to use MC/DC and RC/DC for practical software testing, especially in high integrity systems.
